Pediatric Hospitalists

WMC welcomes our new pediatric hospitalists

Hospitalists are doctors who work in a hospital setting exclusively and do not operate a private practice. They work closely with patients’ primary doctors, are always on site to prevent delays of treatment and help provide shorter hospital stays while improving care. We started our hospitalist program in October 2011.

Our new pediatric hospitalist program began this September at the request of Casper pediatricians.

Wyoming Medical Center would like to introduce our four new pediatric hospitalists and we hope you will help us welcome them to Casper’s community hospital.

Dr. Rob Benowicz

a lieutenant commander of the U.S. Naval Reserves after four years of active duty service, grew up in Portland, Ore. He earned a bachelor’s in biochemistry at UC-San Diego and his medical doctorate from Oregon Health Science University. He did his pediatric residency at the University of Vermont.

“I’m excited about the construction of the new wing at Wyoming Medical Center and the development of a pediatric hospitalist program in Casper. There are endless possibilities with the new program and we are excited to provide a tremendous service to the community,” he said.

His wife, Tanya, is attending nursing school in Bozeman, Mont. He is the owner of two dogs, Meka and Lola, which are both rescues.

Dr. Elizabeth Wuerslin

grew up on Long Island. Her work as a summer swim coach and working with children helped develop her interest in pediatrics.

She graduated from Cornell University Medical College in New York and trained in pediatrics at New York Hospital. She completed an adolescent medicine fellowship at Boston Children’s Hospital and earned a master’s degree in public health from Harvard.

Since 1991, she has volunteered for overseas medical trips to correct cleft lip palates and congenital abnormalities in children. She recently returned from Harbin, China.

She is an avid skier and a Larimer County, Colo., Master Gardener. Other interests include opera and bird watching.

Dr. Lucase Wang

was born in Taiwan and grew up in Kansas City, Mo., where he attended medical school. He became interested in medicine in high school, while volunteering at a hospital.

“I am impressed with the caliber of the staff and the management of the organization. I was a pediatrician in Casper for three years in the past, and it’s an honor to be back again to be part of the pediatric hospitalist program.”

Dr. Wang enjoys travel, hiking and snowboarding.
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Dr. Anne Moore

grew up in Virginia and New York. Although always science minded, she discovered she didn’t want to be a research scientist or teacher. So she followed in the footsteps of her aunt and uncle, both physicians.

“I’m so excited to be able to support the pediatricians and children in the community by continuing to provide high quality in patient care for them,” said Moore who has worked in Casper for the last four years. “WMC impresses me as a quality institution in a relatively small community.”

Her daughter, Laura, is now working on her M.D. and Ph.D. She also has a step daughter, Sophie, and three granddaughters.